ABSTRACT. Dual operations on convex functions play a central role in the analysis of constrained convex optimization problems. Our aim here is to provide tools for a similar analysis of constrained concave-convex minimax problems. Two pairs of dual operations on convex functions, including addition and infimal convolution, are extended to saddle functions. For the resulting saddle functions much detailed information is given, including subdifferential formulas. Also, separable saddle functions are defined and some basic facts about them established.
ABSTRACT. Dual operations on convex functions play a central role in the analysis of constrained convex optimization problems. Our aim here is to provide tools for a similar analysis of constrained concave-convex minimax problems. Two pairs of dual operations on convex functions, including addition and infimal convolution, are extended to saddle functions. For the resulting saddle functions much detailed information is given, including subdifferential formulas. Also, separable saddle functions are defined and some basic facts about them established.
Introduction. Constrained convex optimization problems have been analyzed quite successfully in recent years via the dual approach. Of central importance in this analysis have been pairs of dual operations on convex functions. Addition and infimal convolution are perhaps the most familiar such pair of operations. Another, perhaps equally important dual pair of operations involves combining a convex function with a linear transformation in two different ways. In this paper both of these dual pairs of operations are extended to saddle functions on finite-dimensional spaces, and very detailed information, including subdifferential formulas, is given concerning the saddle functions which result from these operations. The present results will be applied in [4] and subsequent papers to the analysis of constrained saddle point problems.
In working with saddle functions one confronts two major complications not encountered in convex function theory. The first of these arises from the fact that, for applications to saddle point problems, the natural objects of attention are equivalence classes of functions rather than individual functions. This means that in developing operations for saddle functions one is interested really in operations for these equivalence classes of functions. That is, one wants the operations to be independent, up to equivalence, of the particular choice of representatives of the equivalence classes involved. A second complication stems from the fact that saddle functions involve two arguments, one of which is naturally associated with minimization and the other with maximization. This often leads to the ambiguity of having to decide between taking the "sup inf" or the "inf sup" of some saddle function.
These complications make the extension of results from convex function theory to saddle function theory far from routine. In view of this, it is a surprising but happy fact that much can be extended to saddle function theory, as will be illustrated in this and subsequent papers.
The dual approach to minimax theory began in 1964 with the papers of Moreau [5] and Rockafellar [6] . In fact, it was in [6] that the two complications mentioned above were first recognized and handled successfully. In particular, it was here that the notion of equivalence between saddle functions originated and here also that the concepts of conjugacy and of subdifferential were extended to equivalence classes of saddle functions. With the aid of these fundamental tools, the questions of existence and characterization of the optimal values and optimal solutions of unconstrained concave-convex saddle point problems were answered fairly completely.
Further work concerning the dual approach to saddle point problems can be found in Rockafellar [8] , [9] , [10], [11], Lebedev-Tynjanskiï [2] , Tynjanskiï [12] and McLinden [3] , [4] . The conjugacy correspondence for saddle functions was developed independently in the 1969 paper of Tynjanskiï, although for a narrower class of functions than that treated in [6] . Concerning our results, Gossez [1] independently has essentially defined the addition operation for equivalence classes of closed proper saddle functions on Banach spaces and obtained results for it comparable to those of Theorem 1 below.
The rest of this paper is in two parts. In the first we develop the two dual pairs of operations promised and present our results concerning them together with some discussion. The actual proofs are presented separately in the second part of the paper.
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1. Results and discussion. The definitions we use are those in Rockafellar [10] unless otherwise stated, and for convenience we use the following additional notation. Suppose K and L are saddle functions. We write K ~ L if and only if K is equivalent to L, and we let [A] denote the equivalence class to which K belongs. Frequently we use K to denote a general element of [K] , When K is closed, the unique least and greatest elements of [K] are denoted by K and K, respectively, and the equivalence class conjugate to [K] is denoted by [A*]. Thus when K is closed, its lower and upper conjugates are K* and A*, respectively, while a general element of [A*] is denoted by K*.
Throughout the paper we use the conventions set forth in [10, p. 24] concerning arithmetic calculations involving +oo and -oo. In particular, sup 0 = -oo and inf 0 = +00.
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Recall that the notions of (lower and upper) saddle value, saddle point, effective domain, proper, closed, and subdifferential, as well as the notion of (lower and upper) conjugate for closed saddle functions, are each invariant under equivalence of saddle functions. Therefore, these are also notions concerning entire equivalence classes, and consequently we often use them as such. For instance, we say that " [F] is a closed, proper equivalence class," or refer to "the subdifferential of [F] ," etc.
Note that the term "saddle function" can mean either a concave-convex or a convex-concave function. Without loss of generality, in this paper we deal always with concave-convex functions.
Suppose [F, ] Theorems 1 and 2 together establish a single, simple condition under which "the conjugate of the sum is the extremal convolute of the conjugates," that is, under which the operations of addition and extremal convolution are the duals of each other with respect to the conjugacy correspondence.
The subdifferential of [F, □ ... □ Kr] can be given an immediate characterization by means of the conjugacy formula of Theorem 2 and the subdifferential formula of Theorem 1. For this one just needs the fact that, for K closed, 9F* is just the inverse of 3F in the sense of multivalued mappings ([10, Theorem 37.5] or [11, Theorem 7] ).
From a comparison with the operation of infimal convolution for convex functions, one might expect that the inclusion of Theorem 2 could be strengthened to equality, or at least supplemented by the inclusion
But in general, even this latter relation can fail drastically, as is seen by taking r = 2, m = «, Kx(x,y) = (x,y~) and K2(x,y) = -(x,y~). In this case dorn F, + dorn K2 = RmX R" while dom(F, □ K2) = {0} X {0}.
Various criteria can be given, though, which will ensure that one of these two relations does hold. They are essentially growth conditions on the F, or K?. The simplest such condition (but by no means the most general) is that [K* + ... +K* ] be "cofinite," i.e. closed and proper with a finite conjugate. It can be shown that a closed proper saddle function is cofinite if its effective domain is bounded. Thus, under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, RmxR" = dom(F, □ ... □ Kr) = dorn F, + ... +dom Kr if rijL, dorn Kf is bounded. We shall not pursue this further here, since we shall give a general discussion of growth conditions for saddle functions in another paper.
Except for the possibility just mentioned that dom(F, □... □ Kr) may "collapse," Theorem 2 shows that extremal convolution satisfies several of the important properties enjoyed by infimal convolution. The next theorem carries this even further by asserting that the complicated minimax extrema appearing in the definition of [F, □ ... □ Kr] are usually attained in a very strong sense. Our second dual pair of operations involves combining an equivalence class with a product linear transformation, i.e. a transformation of the form A(u, v) = (Ax u,A2v), where Ax and A2 are each linear transformations. We say that such an A is a mapping of R" X R" into Rm X R" if and only if Ax maps Rp into Rm and A2 maps Rq into R". Trivially, the range of such an A satisfies ranged = range Ax X range A2, and the adjoint satisfies A*(u*,v*) = (A*xu*,A*2v*).
Suppose [A] is an equivalence class of concave-convex functions on Rp X Rq and A is a product linear transformation mapping Rm X R" into Rp X Rq. We say that [KA] is well-defined if and only if all the concave-convex functions of the form (u,v) ,v) ).
For our last operation, suppose again that [K] is an equivalence class of concave-convex functions on Rp X Rq but that now A is a product linear transformation mapping R" X Rq into Rm X R". We say that [AK] is well-defined if and only if all the concave-convex functions of the form [F] is discussed in [10, p. 360] and [11, p. 115] .) Then range A n ri(dom F) = 0, but one still has range A n dom K ^ 0. However it is easy to see that, as F varies over [F] , the functions KA determine Notice that the subdifferential of [AK] can be characterized using the conjugacy formula of Theorem 5 and the subdifferential formula of Theorem 4.
It is trivial to show that the effective domain inclusion of Theorem 5 can be strengthened to equality when A is one-to-one. But unfortunately the A's in which one is usually interested (e.g. projections or addition transformations) are not one-to-one, and in this event examples can be given which exhibit the "collapsing" behavior discussed above for extremal convolution. However by imposing growth conditions on K or K* one can ensure that dom(AK) = A dom K. For instance (under the hypotheses of Theorem 5), Rm X R" = dom(AK) = A dom K when /I*"1 dom A* is bounded. Regarding the expressions for J given in the first part of Theorem 6, one has cl(A2K(x, -))(v) = lim in« inf K(x,y) \ whenever v E A2dom2 K or whenever A2K(x, ■) is never -oo (e.g. if x E dom, K and dom2 F is bounded). Similarly, regarding 7 one has c\(Ax K(-,y))(u) = lim sup-| sup K(x,y) f whenever u E Ax dom, F or whenever Ax K(-,y) is never +oo (e.g. if y E dom2F and dom, F is bounded).
Observe that the pair (x,y) whose existence is guaranteed in Theorem 6 is a fortiori a saddle point of F with respect to A\~x u X A2X v. Moreover the string of equalities which (x, y) actually satisfies can be viewed as a type of stability property quite similar to the ones dealt with by Rockafellar [7] , [8] . In the presence of A(x,y) = (u, v) it can be shown that these equalities are equivalent to the condition that for every € > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that \\u ' -u\\ < 8 and \\v' -v\\ < 8 imply a -« < inf K(x, ■) and sup K(-,y) < a + «, where a = K(x,y) E F.
From the results of Theorems 5 and 6 one can easily deduce a strong duality theorem for a certain pair of saddle point problems. Let F and A be as in Theorems 5 and 6, and let (u,v) E dom d(AK) be fixed. By Theorem 6, there exists a pair (x,y) E dorn 3F which is a saddle point of R with respect to AxxuXA2xv. But also, for any pair (u*,v*) E d(AK)(u,v), the duality formula While the proofs of the corresponding results can likewise be carried out in parallel fashion, we choose to avoid presenting such essentially repetitive proofs. Instead, our approach is to develop some additional material on the basis of which Theorems 1, 2 and 3 follow as immediate corollaries of Theorems 4, 5 and 6, respectively. This additional material involves extending to saddle functions the concept of a separable convex function, and then proving the basic facts concerning "separable" saddle functions. We should mention that this does involve some subtleties, and that the proof of Theorem 7 (notably part (iv) 2. Proofs. The plan is first to prove Theorems 4 through 7. Then Theorem 7 will be combined with each of Theorems 4, 5 and 6 to yield Theorems 1, 2 and 3, respectively, as corollaries.
In carrying out the proofs we shall cite results from Rockafellar [10] on numerous occasions. For brevity, therefore, we adopt the convention of suppressing explicit reference to [10] Now observe from (34.2) that a closed saddle function is convex-closed (resp. concave-closed) if and only if it is the least (resp. greatest) element of its equivalence class. It is routine to show, using (6.7), (34.3) and (9.5), that KA satisfies the six conditions of (34.3) and moreover is convex-closed. Therefore KA is both closed and the least element of its equivalence class, and similarly KA is closed and the greatest element of its equivalence class.
According to (37.4), two closed proper saddle functions are equivalent if and only if they have the same kernel. But for any (u,v) E rií/F'dom K), it follows from the hypothesis and (6.7) that A(u, v) E ri(dom F), so that K. ~K implies KA(u, v) = KA (u,v) . Thus KA and KA have the same kernel, and so they belong to the same equivalence class, call it [77] . Now let R. be any element of [K] , ) )(v), [x\A\x-u] where {x \ Ax x = u} can be replaced by {x E dom, K \ Ax x = u} for any u E Rm, and cl(A2K(x, -))(v) = lim inf A2K(x, -)(v') t/-*v whenever v E A2dom2K. Similarly, the upper conjugate of K*A* is the function J(u,v)= inf cl(AxK(-,y))(u), {y\Aiy-v} where {y \ A2y = v} can be replaced by {y E dom2A | A2y = v) for any v E R", and cl(Ax K(-,y))(u) = lim sup Ax K(-,y)(u') whenever u E Ax dorn, K.
Proof of Lemma 1. We prove only the first assertion, as the second is similar. Let / denote the lower conjugate of K*A*. Then J_(u,v) = sup{(v*,v) + inf{<M*,u> -(K*(;A*2v*)A*x)(u*)}}.
Since K* is concave-closed, (34.3) and (6.3.1) imply that ri(dom K*(-,y*)) equals ri(dom,A*) when y* E dom2A* and equals Rq when y* E dom2A*. Hence This establishes that ¿(u,v) = sup cl(/l2F(x, -))(v). [x\A,x=u] Next we claim that, for any F E [K], cl(y42F(x, •) ) is the constant function -oo when x & dom, F and cl(yl2F(x, •)) = c\(A2K(x, ■)) when x E dorn,F. Indeed, if x £ dom, F, then (34.3) implies that K(x, ■) equals -co on ri(dom2 F), so that A2K(x, ■) equals -oo on the (nonempty) set A2ri(dom2K), and hence cl(A2K(x, ■)) is identically -oo by definition. On the other hand, suppose x E dorn, F and put h = K(x, ■). Then cl « = cl2 K(x, ■) = K(x, ■) by (34.2), so we are actually claiming that cl(A2h) = cl(/l2(cl «)). By (7.3.4) this will follow once we know that ri(dom A2h) = ri(dom A2(c\ «)) and that the functions A2h and A2(c\ h) agree on this set. Clearly dom A2h = A2DX and dom A2(cl h) = A2D2, where Dx = dom « and D2 = dom(cl «). Since x E dorn,K, (34.3) implies that « is proper convex and hence Dx c D2 c cl Dx. By (6.3.1) and (6.6) it follows that ri(A2Dx) = ri(A2D2). Since « is convex, cl « < « whence A2(c\ h) < A2h. To show the reverse inequality for v E ri(A2Dx), pick some y E A2X v n ri Dx. Then for any y E A2xv, (7.5) together with the properness of « and the convexity of A2 ' v imply that {x\A,x"u)
Furthermore, in view of the convention sup 0 = -oo, when taking a supremum we can omit those elements which yield the value -oo. Since cl(A2K(x, •)) is constantly -oo whenever x E dorn, K, this means that in the representation just given for J the set {x \ Ax x = u} can be replaced by {x E dom, K\ Axx = u}. Finally, we need to show that (cl h)(v) = lim inf¿_,vh(v') whenever v E A2dom2K, where n = A2K(x, ■). From the nature of the closure operation for convex functions, we know this equality holds unless (cl h)(v) = -oo and lim mf¿_+vh(v') = +00. Now (34.3) implies that dom2A c dom K(x, ■), so that A2dom2K c dom n. Hence v E A2dom2K implies lim iiíil/_vh(¡/) < h(v) < +00. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Joint proof of Theorems 5 and 6. The hypotheses imply that Theorem 4 applies to [A*] and A*. By (37.1.1) and (34.2.2), the functions J and Jin Lemma 1 are the least and greatest elements of the equivalence class conjugate to [AM*]. Let K be any element of [A] . Since cl/ < / when / is convex, g < cl g when g is concave, and supsinf7-77 < nd/sup^ for an arbitrary function 77 on S X T, it follows that
{x\A¡x-u} {y\Aiy~v} {y\Aiy-v) [x\A¡x-u) for every (u,v) . By (34.2) for all (x',y') E RpXRq. Therefore
where a = K(x,y) E R. Since
to complete the proof of the attainment assertion it suffices to show for the convex function « = A2K(x, •) that
and for the concave function k = Ax K(-,y) that k(u) = (cl k)(u) = lim sup k(u').
We only show the equalities for h, as those for k are similar. Since a = h(v), the system of inequalities above implies that
Since range A2 d dom «, this means that f* E dh(v). Then since « is finite and subdifferentiable at f, (23.3) implies that « is proper. Thus (cl h)(v) = lim inf¿^vh(v'). Moreover, since « is proper and subdifferentiable at v, (23.5.2) implies that «(f) = (cl h)(v). This completes the joint proof of Theorems 5 and 6.
To prove Theorem 7 we need some corresponding facts about separable convex functions. These are listed in the following lemma, whose easy proof is left to the reader. (Part (iv) of Lemma 2 is not explicitly used in proving part (iv) of Theorem 7, but we include it to highlight the strong parallel between separable convex and separable saddle functions.) Lemma 2. For i = 1,..., r let n, be a convex function on R"' which is never -oo, and define h(y) = hx(yx) + ... +hr(yr) for each y = (yx,... ,yr) E R", where n = n, + .. . +nr. Then (i) h is a convex function on R", proper if each n, is proper, and dom n = dom n, X ... X dom hr ;
(ii) (cl h)(y) = (cl hx)(yx) + ... +(cl hr)(yr); (iii) dh(y) = dhx(yx)X...X dhr(yr); and (iv)h*(y*) = h*x(y*x) + ...+h*(y*r).
Proof of Theorem 7. To establish (i) and (ii), we first show that the function K defined in (ii) is closed, proper concave-convex with effective domain C X D and moreover is concave-closed. This we do by showing that A together with the sets C and D as defined above satisfy the six conditions of (34.3) and moreover that K(-,y) is closed for each y. For each y E D, h¡(y¡) < +oo for /' = 1,..., r, and hence the convexity of the n,'s can be used to show directly that the restriction of K(x, ■) to D is convex and never +oo. Since D is a convex set, this means that K(x, ■) itself is convex with effective domain D. If x E C, then Xj E C, for some j, so that by (34.3) ny is constantly -oo on ri D¡ and hence K(x, ■) is constantly -oo on ri D. Suppose x E C. Then by (34.3) each n, is proper convex with D¡ c dom n, c cl D¡, and moreover n, is closed with Z), = dom n, when actually jc, E ri C,. From these facts and (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2 it follows that K(x, ■) is proper convex, and moreover K(x, •) is closed when actually x E ri C. This completes the verification that Ais concave-closed and satisfies the six conditions of (34.3). Hence K is closed and proper with effective domain C X D and moreover K is concave-closed. Similarly, the function K defined in (ii) is convex-closed, closed proper concave-convex with the same effective domain C X D. By (34.4) it follows trivially that K and K have the same kernel and hence belong to the same equivalence class, call it [K] . By (34.2) Write [F] = [ (F,,F2) ] and dom F¿* = C* X Df. Then by (36.3) and (36.1), K*(x*,y*) = sup inf(2 (x^xf > + (y"yf > -K,(x"x)) yeD xec < sup inf {(x2,x*2) + <:y2,y*2y-K2(x2,y2) + K*x(x*x,y*x)} yi^Di X2EC2
12 K*(x* ,y* ) if x*x E C*x and y*x E dom K*x (x*x, ■), +00 if x*x E C*x and^* Í dom K*x(x*x, •),
-00 it x* & Cx*.
Moreover, in the event that x* E C* and y*x E dom K*x (x*x, ■) we have 2 K*(x* ,y*) = 2 K*(xf ,yf ) E R if x*2 E C\ and >^*2 E dom F*2(jc*2, •), = +00 if x\ E C*2 andy*2 $ dom K*2(x*2, ■), = -00 if x*2 ^ C\.
